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Abstract—Sparse signal representations and approximations
from overcomplete dictionaries have become an invaluable tool
recently. In this paper, we develop a new, heuristic, graph-struc-
tured, sparse signal representation algorithm for overcomplete
dictionaries that can be decomposed into subdictionaries and
whose dictionary elements can be arranged in a hierarchy.
Around this algorithm, we construct a methodology for advanced
image formation in wide-angle synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
defining an approach for joint anisotropy characterization and
image formation. Additionally, we develop a coordinate descent
method for jointly optimizing a parameterized dictionary and
recovering a sparse representation using that dictionary. The mo-
tivation is to characterize a phenomenon in wide-angle SAR that
has not been given much attention before: migratory scattering
centers, i.e., scatterers whose apparent spatial location depends on
aspect angle. Finally, we address the topic of recovering solutions
that are sparse in more than one objective domain by introducing
a suitable sparsifying cost function. We encode geometric objec-
tives into SAR image formation through sparsity in two domains,
including the normal parameter space of the Hough transform.

Index Terms—Hough transforms, inverse problems, optimiza-
tion methods, overcomplete dictionaries, sparse signal representa-
tions, synthetic aperture radar, tree searching.

I. INTRODUCTION

W HETHER for filtering, compression, or higher level
tasks such as content understanding, the transformation

of signals to domains and representations with desirable prop-
erties forms the heart of signal processing. The last decades
have seen overcomplete dictionaries and sparse representations
take a place in the processing of signals such as those that are
multiscale in nature or can be traced to physical phenomena. By
sparse, it is explicitly meant that a signal can be adequately rep-
resented using a small number of dictionary elements. Sparse
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signal representation and approximation has proven successful
in solving inverse problems arising in a variety of application
areas such as array processing [1], time-delay estimation [2],
coherent imaging [3], electroencephalography [4], astronom-
ical image restoration [5], and others. Inverse problems may
be cast as sparse signal representation or approximation prob-
lems in conjunction with dictionaries whose elements have a
physical interpretation, having been constructed based on the
observation model of a particular application.

Representing a signal using an overcomplete
dictionary , involves finding coef-
ficients such that . Since the dictionary
is overcomplete, there is no unique solution for the coefficients;
additional constraints or objectives, e.g., sparsity, are needed to
specify a unique solution. Among other properties, sparsity and
overcomplete dictionaries have been known to deal well with
undersampled data, and provide superresolution, parsimony, and
robustness to noise. Traditionally, sparsity is measured using the

criterion, which counts the number of nonzero values. The
problem of finding the optimally sparse representation, i.e., with
minimum where is the set of coefficients taken as a vector
in , is a combinatorial optimization problem in general. Due
to the difficulty in solving large combinatorial problems, greedy
algorithms such as matching pursuit [6] and relaxed formula-
tions such as basis pursuit [7] that are computationally tractable
have been developed for general overcomplete dictionaries.
Methodologies such as these have been proven to produce opti-
mally sparse solutions under certain conditions on the dictionary
[8]–[10]. A sparse signal approximation is a set of coefficients
subject to a sparse penalty such that is
less than a small positive constant.

Oftentimes, the dictionary elements , termed atoms, are
chosen to have a physical interpretation. Atoms may correspond
to different scales, translations, frequencies, and rotations or
the dictionary may comprise subdictionaries, often given the
name molecules [11]. Many popular sparse signal representa-
tion methods and algorithms are general and do not exploit nat-
ural decompositions of the dictionary into molecules or hierar-
chical structure that may be present in the collection of atoms.
Some approaches do exist in the literature that take advantage
of structured dictionaries, e.g., [11]–[16]. A main contribution
of this paper is an approximate algorithm for sparse signal rep-
resentation, related to heuristic search, that uses graphs, one per
molecule, constructed with atoms as nodes connected according
to hierarchical structure.

In the context of solving inverse problems using sparse signal
representation techniques, the design of atoms based on the ob-
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servation model is predicated on complete knowledge of the ob-
servation process. However, it may be the case that the func-
tional form of the observation process is known, but there is de-
pendence on some parameter or parameters that is not known a
priori. In this case, it is of interest to both optimize the dictio-
nary over the unknown parameters and to find sparse solution
coefficients. In overcomplete representation contexts other than
inverse problems, this can be viewed as signal-dependent dictio-
nary refinement. A second contribution of this work is a coordi-
nate descent approach that simultaneously refines the dictionary
and determines a sparse representation.

Notationally, we take to be a matrix whose columns are
atoms from the overcomplete dictionary, and to reflect
parametric dependence on the set of parameters . The ma-
trix for a dictionary with molecules is the concatenation of

blocks: or .
Afundamentalpremiseof sparsesignal representation isofun-

derlying sparsity in some domain, but signals may be sparse in
more than one complementary, or loosely speaking ‘orthogonal,’
domain. Accounting for and imposing simultaneous sparsity in
multiple domains is important for recovering parsimonious rep-
resentations. Representational redundancy that may not be ap-
parent in one domain, but apparent in some other domain, can be
appropriately reduced through sparsity in that other domain. We
consider this problem of sparsity in more than one domain and, as
a third contribution, develop a formulation whose objective

Here we develop a general approach for sparse signal rep-
resentation or approximation in which we exploit both molec-
ular structure in dictionaries and hierarchical structure within
molecules. Additionally, we incorporate dictionary optimiza-
tion and simultaneously sparsity in multiple domains. While
the methods have wider applicability, we focus on modeling
wide-angle spotlight-mode synthetic aperture radar (SAR) as an
illustrative application. As a consequence, we advance the state
of the art in radar imaging as well.

SAR is a technology for producing high quality imagery of
the ground using a radar mounted on a moving aircraft. Radar
pulses are transmitted and received from many points along the
flight path. The full collection of measurements is used to form
images; conventional image formation techniques are based
on the inverse Fourier transform. In principle, very long flight
paths—wide-angle synthetic apertures—which have become
possible due to advances in sensor technologies, should allow for
the reconstruction of images with high resolution. However, phe-
nomena such as anisotropy and migratory scattering, described
in the sequel, which arise in wide-angle imaging scenarios are
not accounted for by conventional image formation techniques
and cause inaccuracies in reconstructed images. As we proceed
in the development of novel sparse signal representation methods
for structured dictionaries, we use the methods described herein
in a way that does account for such phenomenology.

In Section II, we describe a heuristic graph-structured algo-
rithm for producing sparse representations in hierarchical over-
complete dictionaries. Section III expands the scope of the al-
gorithm to dictionaries composed of molecules. The motivating
application in Section II and Section III is the characterization of
anisotropy in wide-angle SAR measurements, a hurdle that once
cleared, not only relieves inaccuracies in image reconstruction,

Fig. 1. Illustration of matrix ��� for N = 5. The solid dots (�) indicate a
nonzero value and the empty dots (�) indicate a zero value.

but also provides a wealth of information for understanding and
inference tasks such as automatic target recognition. Section IV
discusses parameterized dictionaries and the joint optimization
of the expansion coefficients and the atoms themselves. The
SAR problem investigated in this section is of extracting ob-
ject-level information as part of the image formation process
from migratory scatterers. Section V introduces the objective of
sparsity in multiple domains, focusing primarily on the two do-
main case, specifically with the Hough transform domain and
the SAR measurement domain. The applications in Section IV
and Section V take steps towards bridging low-level radar signal
processing and higher-level object-based processing in ways not
seen in the SAR literature before. Section VI provides a sum-
mary of our contributions.

II. GRAPH-STRUCTURED ALGORITHM FOR

HIERARCHICAL DICTIONARIES

At the outset, we consider a dictionary that does not decom-
pose into molecules and is known and fixed. We look at a partic-
ular type of dictionary with a hierarchical arrangement of atoms
that permits the construction of a graph with the atoms as nodes.
Then, we describe an algorithm based on hill-climbing search, a
heuristic search method also known as guided depth-first search.
The final part of the section applies the algorithm to the charac-
terization of anisotropy of a point-scattering center from wide-
angle SAR measurements.

A. Graph Structure

Oftentimes in overcomplete dictionaries, including for ex-
ample wavelet packet dictionaries [17], B-spline dictionaries
[18], and discrete complex Gabor dictionaries [6], the atoms
have a notion of scale and consequently a coarse-scale to fine-
scale hierarchy. Translations or rotations are applied at finer
scales to create sets of atoms that have a common size but are
differentiated in the placement of their region of support; the re-
gions of support may or may not overlap. Some dictionaries are
constructed dyadically such that the support of a coarser atom
is twice the size of the next finer atom or atoms.

In this paper, we consider dictionaries in which the size of
the support changes arithmetically rather than geometrically be-
tween scales. The matrix of such a dictionary for one-dimen-
sional signals of length is illustrated in Fig. 1; the coarsest
atom is the first column and the finest atoms are the right-most
columns. A full set of such atoms with all widths and all shifts
has large cardinality [ atoms], but is appealing
for inverse problems because of the possibility that a superposi-
tion of very few atoms, perhaps just one, corresponds to a phys-
ical phenomenon of interest. As discussed in Section II-C, for
SAR anisotropy characterization, the signal and atoms are
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Fig. 2. Illustration of graph structure for overcomplete dictionary, N = 5.
Coarse-scale atoms are at the top and fine-scale atoms are at the bottom. Dif-
ferent translations are in order from left to right.

Fig. 3. Illustration of search-based algorithm forN = 7,G = 3. The guiding
graph, a subgraph of the full molecular graph indicated by triangular outline, is
moved iteratively to find a sparse representation. The initialization and first two
iterations are shown. Molecular graph edges and node labels are omitted.

such that is nonzero for contiguous intervals and zero for other
parts of the domain, and is well represented by few atoms .

Due to the regular structure of this type of dictionary, we can
take the atoms as nodes and arrange them in a graph. As shown
in Fig. 2, the coarsest atom is the root node, the finest atoms are
leaves, and the graph has levels. Each node has two children
(except for those at the finest level). It is a weakly connected
directed acyclic graph, with a topological sort that is exactly
the ordering from left to right of the columns in illustrated
in Fig. 1. As we proceed, we make use of the graph structure,
which we term the molecular graph, treating the sparse signal
representation problem as a graph search.

B. Algorithm Based on Hill-Climbing

As mentioned in Section I, many general methods for ob-
taining sparse representations give provably optimal solutions
(under certain conditions), but require the same computation
and memory regardless of whether the dictionary has structure.
As an alternative approach for structured dictionaries, we pro-
pose a heuristically based technique with reduced complexity.
The idea to have in mind during the exposition of the algorithm
is of a small subgraph, given the name guiding graph, itera-
tively moving through an -level molecular graph, searching
for a parsimonious representation. The specifics of the guiding
graph, the search strategy, and search steps are presented here.
Fig. 3 illustrates the central idea of the algorithm for a small
dictionary; in practice, the dictionary and therefore molecular
graph are of much larger cardinality.

We assume that , the signal to be represented or approxi-
mated, can be composed using a few atoms whose nodes are
close together in the molecular graph under a common parent
node. This assumption is not as restrictive as it may seem: that
the signal has a representation with a few atoms is basic for spar-
sity. Contributing nodes are close together in the graph when the
signal is localized in the domain. Prior knowledge can guide the
choice of atom shape and standard families of atoms may be
used. The assumptions are reasonable for SAR and other appli-
cations that lend themselves to such hierarchical structures.

The problem of finding coefficients such that equals or
well approximates with few nonzero may be reformulated
as a search for a node or a few nodes in the molecular graph. In
addition to finding nodes, i.e., atoms that contribute to the
expansion, the corresponding coefficient values must also be
determined. Numerous search algorithms exist to find nodes in a
graph. Blind search algorithms incorporate no prior information
to guide the search. In contrast, heuristic search algorithms have
some notion of proximity to the goal available during the search
process, allowing the search to proceed along paths that are likely
to lead to the goal and reduce average-case running time.

Hill-climbing search is an algorithm similar to depth-first
search that makes use of a heuristic. In depth-first search, one
path is followed from root to leaf in a predetermined way, such
as: “always proceed to the left-most unvisited child.” In con-
trast, hill-climbing search will “proceed to the most promising
unvisited child based on a heuristic.” In both algorithms, if
the goal is not found on the way down and the bottom is
reached, there is back-tracking. The approach presented here
has hill-climbing search as its foundation.

In standard graph search problems, nodes are labeled and the
goal of the search is fixed and specified with a label, e.g., “find
node K.” Thus the stopping criterion for the search is simply
whether the label of the current node matches the goal of the
search. Also, there is often a notion of intrinsic distance between
nodes that leads to simple search heuristics.

When the sparse signal representation problem is reformu-
lated as a search on an -level molecular graph, stopping cri-
teria and heuristics are not obvious. One clear desideratum is
that calculation of both should require less memory and compu-
tation than solving the full problem. The guiding graph, chosen
to be a -level molecular graph, , with its root at the
current node of the search, guides the search by providing search
heuristics and stopping conditions.

Intuition about the problem suggests that if the atom or atoms
that would contribute in an optimally sparse solution are not in-
cluded in the guiding graph when solving for coefficients in a
sparsity enforcing manner, then the resulting solution will have
a nonzero coefficient for the atom most ‘similar’ to the signal

. In terms of the -level molecular graph, this suggests that if
the optimal sparse representation is far down in the molecular
graph, but the problem is solved with a small dictionary con-
taining atoms from a guiding graph near the top of the molec-
ular graph, then coefficients in the first levels will be
zero and one or more coefficients in level nonzero. In the
same vein, if the guiding graph is rooted below the optimal rep-
resentation, then the root coefficient may be nonzero and the
coefficients in levels two through will be zero. If the guiding
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graph is such that it contains the optimal atoms, then the corre-
sponding coefficients will be nonzero and the rest of the coef-
ficients zero. This intuition is demonstrated empirically; details
are in the Appendix.

A simple heuristic for the search based on the coefficient
values of the nodes in level is apparent from the intuition
and experimental validation. Due to the structure of the molec-
ular graph, each node has two children, so the heuristic is used
to determine whether to proceed to the left child or the right
child. We find the center of mass of the bottom level coefficient
magnitudes—the search is guided towards the side that contains
the center of mass. A stopping criterion is also apparent: stop-
ping when all of the nodes in level are zero during the search.

Hill-climbing search finds a single node—a single atom.
However, the algorithm that we propose is able to find a small
subset of atoms due to the guiding graph. When the stopping
criterion is met, i.e., when the finest-scale coefficients are all
zero in the sparse solution of the representation problem with
atoms from the current guiding graph, then that sparse solution
is taken as the solution to the full problem. Consequently, the
guiding graph allows a subset of atoms rather than a single
atom to be used in the representation.

In summary, the algorithm based on the molecular graph and
hill-climbing search is as follows.

(1) Initialization: Let i  1 and ���(i)  atoms
from the top G levels of the molecular
graph.

(2) Find a sparse a
(i) such that ���(i)

a
(i)

approximates g.
(3) Calculate weighted sum of bottom

row coefficient magnitudes: �  
G
m=1mja

(i)

(G �G)=2+m
j.

(4) If � = 0 then stop. Otherwise, i  i + 1.
If bottom row nodes are leaves of the
molecular graph or both children of
the guiding graph have been visited
before, then ���(i)  atoms from the highest
unvisited guiding graph. Else, ���(i)  
(� < ((G + 1)=2) G

m=1 ja
(i)

(G �G)=2+m
j and left

child unvisited ? atoms from the left
child guiding graph : atoms from the
right child guiding graph). Iterate to
step (2).

The graph-structured algorithm that we propose is able to
produce representations in which there are contributions from
atoms that lie within the span of a guiding graph. The approx-
imate nature of the approach is controlled by ; by increasing
the size of the guiding graph we may, at the expense of increased
complexity, draw from a larger subset of atoms in the solution.
The smaller problem with is more tractable than the
large problem with .

While any of a number of formulations and techniques may
be used to solve the smaller problem, here we use a nonconvex

, , relaxation, minimizing the cost function

(1)

by a quasi-Newton technique detailed in [19] to obtain a sparse
vector of coefficients . Each step of the quasi-Newton min-
imization involves solving a set of linear equations, where

Fig. 4. Comparison of graph-structured algorithm and matching pursuit. (a)
Signal g. (b) Atoms scaled by coefficients in solution obtained with graph-
structured algorithm. (c) Atoms scaled by coefficients in solution obtained with
matching pursuit.

is the number of atoms in the guiding graph. Direct so-
lution requires computations. However, the particular
matrix involved is Hermitian, positive semidefinite, and usually
sparse, so the equations may be solved efficiently via iterative
algorithms. We use the conjugate gradient method and terminate
it when the residual becomes smaller than a threshold.

The parameter trades data fidelity, the first term, and spar-
sity, the second term. The choice of is important practically
and is an open area of research. With too small, the solu-
tion coefficient vector is not sparse and the heuristic is not
meaningful; the guiding graph strays away from good search
paths. With too large, the algorithm incorrectly terminates
early with all zero coefficients in the solution. In this paper, we
choose the parameter subjectively and can usually set it once
for a given problem size. We keep constant for all iterations
of the graph-structured algorithm. Generally, solutions in step
(2) of the algorithm are not very sensitive to small perturbations
of . It is possible, however, for a small change in to cause
the number of nonzero elements in the solution to change, but
such a change in solution is not necessarily accompanied by a
change in the heuristic and stopping criterion. In all examples
in this paper, the of the relaxation is 0.1; for the highly re-
dundant dictionary that is employed, a small value of results
in suitable sparsity.

The search-based procedure we have presented is greedy, but
not in the same way as matching pursuit and related algorithms
[6], [14]–[16]. A commitment is not made to include an atom in
the representation until the final iteration when the stopping cri-
terion is met, and also, atoms within a guiding graph are consid-
ered jointly. As the guiding graph slides downward, any subset
of fine-scale atoms can start contributing to the representation.
This behavior discourages the assignment of a coarse-scale atom
to represent what would be better represented using a few close
fine-scale atoms. In some later iteration, a matching pursuit-like
algorithm includes a fine-scale atom with a negative coefficient
to cancel extra energy from the coarse-scale atom included ear-
lier. An example of this behavior is given in Fig. 4. For a partic-
ular signal and an overcomplete dictionary of boxcar-shaped
atoms, solutions are obtained using both the graph-structured al-
gorithm presented in this section and the basic matching pursuit
algorithm [6], and compared. Both the graph-structured algo-
rithm and matching pursuit produce solutions that sum to ap-
proximate , but the decomposition of the graph-structured al-
gorithm is more atomic.
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Fig. 5. Ground plane geometry in spotlight-mode SAR.

The algorithm for dictionaries without molecular decomposi-
tion is straightforward; its operation in dictionaries with
molecules, which we discuss in Section III, is more interesting.
Before reaching that point however, we illustrate the application
of this method to anisotropy characterization in SAR.

C. Application to Wide-Angle SAR

Spotlight-mode SAR has an interpretation as a tomographic
observation process [20]. As mentioned in Section I, SAR uses
a radar mounted on an aircraft to collect measurements. From
one point along the aircraft’s flight path, the radar transmits a
modulated signal in a certain direction, illuminating a portion of
the ground known as the ground patch, and receives back scat-
tered energy, which depends on the characteristics of the ground
patch. Radar signals are similarly transmitted and received at
many points along the flight path. The radar antenna continually
changes its look direction to always illuminate the same ground
patch. The geometry of data collection in spotlight-mode SAR is
illustrated inFig.5.Coordinateson thegroundplane , range,and

, cross-range, are centered in the ground patch. Measurements
are takenatequally spaced aspect angles as the aircraft traverses
the flight path. The ground patch, with radius , is shaded.

The scattering from the ground patch under observation is
manifested as an amplitude scaling and phase shift that can be ex-
pressed as a complex number at each point. Thus, scattering from
the entire ground patch can be characterized by a complex-valued
function of two spatial variables , which is referred to
as the scattering function. Due to the design of the radar signal
and the physics of the observation process, the collection of
received signals is not directly. Procedures for obtaining

from the measurements are known as image formation.
In wide-angle SAR, measurements come from vastly different
viewpoints and consequently, scattering behavior shows depen-
dence on , referred to as anisotropy, as well as on [21].
For example, a mirror-like flat metal sheet reflects strongly when
viewed straight on, but barely reflects from an oblique angle. The
relationship between the measurements , obtained over a finite
bandwidth of frequencies and over a range of aspect angles,
and the anisotropic scattering function is given by

(2)

where is the speed at which electromagnetic radiation prop-
agates. The set of aspect angles is inherently discrete, be-
cause pulses are transmitted from a discrete set of points along
the flight path. The measurements are sampled in frequency

to allow digital processing. The collection of measurements
is known as the phase history.

The scattering response of objects such as vehicles on
the ground is well-approximated by the superposition of re-
sponses from point scattering centers when using frequencies
and aperture lengths commonly employed in SAR [22]. The
anisotropic scattering from a single point-scatterer takes the
form and the measurement
model is

(3)

The phenomenon of anisotropy often manifests as large mag-
nitude scattering in a contiguous interval of and small, close
to zero magnitude scattering elsewhere. Consequently, the dic-
tionary described in Section II-A containing all widths and all
shifts of contiguous intervals is well suited for obtaining parsi-
monious representations of anisotropic scattering. An overcom-
plete expansion is as follows:

(4)

Atoms are , where
are dilations and translations of a common pulse shape.

We can use boxcar pulses, Hamming pulses, or other shapes that
we expect to encounter. Anisotropy of narrow angular extent
comes from physical objects distributed in space and anisotropy
of wide angular extent comes from physical objects localized
in space; hence, the atoms provide a directly meaningful phys-
ical interpretation. Appropriately stacking the measurements at
different frequencies, we have the sparse signal representation
problem with a nonmolecular hierarchical dictionary and can
obtain solutions using the graph-structured algorithm described
above.

D. Anisotropy Characterization of Single Point-Scatterer

We now show anisotropy characterization on SAR phase his-
tory measurements from XPatch, a state-of-the-art electromag-
netic prediction package, using the graph-structured heuristic
method described in this section. A scene containing a single
scatterer is measured at aspect angles spaced one
degree apart. The scattering magnitude as a function of aspect
angle is the gray line plotted in Fig. 6(a). (The line shows the
measurements at one particular frequency within the frequency
band covered by the radar pulse; frequency dependence is min-
imal and scattering magnitude at all frequencies is nearly the
same.)

Using boxcar pulses for atoms in the overcomplete dictionary
and a guiding graph of size , we obtain a sparse approx-
imation for the aspect-dependent scattering given by the black
line in Fig. 6(a). The search path of the graph-structured algo-
rithm is shown in Fig. 6(b). The line indicates the location of the
root node of the guiding graph within the full molecular graph.
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Fig. 6. Single point-scatterer example: (a) Aspect-dependent scattering mag-
nitude measurement (gray line) and solution (black line). (b) Search path of
graph-structured algorithm.

When the stopping criterion is met, the atom at the root of the
guiding graph is of width 34 samples. The finest atoms that con-
tribute to the approximation have width 4 samples. The sparse
solution has 14 nonzero coefficients out of a possible
coefficients for .

From the solution, it is possible to infer physical properties
about the object being imaged because thin anisotropy corre-
sponds to objects of large physical size and wide anisotropy
to objects of small physical size. Sparsity and the particular
overcomplete dictionary are important because they allow this
characterization directly by identifying the coarsest nonzero
coefficient.

III. ALGORITHM FOR MOLECULAR DICTIONARIES

In the previous section, we described a search-based algo-
rithm for dictionaries whose atoms have a hierarchy, but did not
consider dictionaries that have a molecular decomposition into
subdictionaries. In this section, the heuristic algorithm is ex-
tended by applying it to dictionaries with molecules, each
individually having a hierarchical structure of atoms. We have

coexisting molecular graphs and thus not just one search, but
simultaneous searches. As we shall see, these searches are not

performed independently, but rather interact and influence each
other. For joint anisotropy characterization and image forma-
tion, the molecules correspond to different point-scatterers
or spatial locations in the ground patch being imaged.

A. Molecular Dictionaries

Overcomplete dictionaries composed of molecules are fairly
common, arising in one of two ways. The first is as the union
of two or more orthogonal bases and the second, through de-
pendence on some parameter that takes the same value for one
subset of atoms, another value for a subset disjoint from the first,
and so on.

An example of the first instance is a dictionary made up of the
union of an orthogonal basis of lapped cosines and an orthog-
onal basis of discrete wavelets that provides atoms to represent
tonal and transient components in audio signals [11]; the same
idea is used for images as well, taking two different bases to-
gether as an overcomplete dictionary, one for periodic textures
and one for edges [23]. An example in audio of the second in-
stance is molecules whose atoms share a common fundamental
frequency [12]. In the radar imaging example in Section III-D,
atoms within molecules share a common location and dif-
ferent molecules correspond to different spatial locations.

The two types of decompositions into molecules present dif-
ferent properties. In the first type, different molecules aim to rep-
resent very different phenomena and are incoherent from each
other, whereas in the second, the molecules correspond to dif-
ferent instances of the same phenomenon and may be highly co-
herent. In this paper, we consider dictionaries whose molecules
all have hierarchical structure that permits the construction of
molecular graphs, regardless of decomposition type. We use
simultaneous searches on all molecular graphs; the difficulty
of the problem increases as the coherence between molecules
increases.

B. Interacting Searches on Multiple Graphs

The general framework for the graph-structured algorithm
with dictionaries containing more than one molecule is the same
as for dictionaries without molecules, but with a few key differ-
ences. Here the dictionary is of the form with
each molecule having a molecular graph. We assume that all
atoms in the dictionary are distinct and that molecules do not
share atoms. guiding graphs iterate through the molecular
graphs, one guiding graph per molecular graph. The vector of
coefficients also partitions as . searches
are performed simultaneously, as follows.

(1) Initialization: Let i  1 and for all
molecules l = 1; . . . ; L, ���

(i)
l  atoms from

the top G levels of molecular graph l.
���(i)  [���

(i)
1 � � � ���

(i)
L ].

(2) Find a sparse a
(i) such that ���(i)

a
(i)

approximates g.
(3) For all l = 1; . . . ; L, calculate weighted

sum of bottom row coefficient magnitudes:
�l  

G
m=1mja

(i)

l;(G �G)=2+m
j.

(4) If L
l=1 �l = 0 then stop. Otherwise,

i  i + 1. For all l = 1; . . . ; L, if �l = 0,
then ���

(i)
l  ���

(i�1)
l . Else if bottom row nodes

are leaves of molecular graph l or both
children of guiding graph l have been
visited before, then ���

(i)
l  atoms from the

highest unvisited guiding graph. Else,
���
(i)
l  (�l < ((G + 1)=2) G

m=1 ja
(i)

l;(G �G)=2+m
j

and left child unvisited ? atoms from the
left child guiding graph : atoms from the
right child guiding graph). Iterate to
step (2).

Let us emphasize that although the searches are performed
simultaneously, they are not performed independently. The
searches are coupled because the inverse problem is solved
jointly for all molecules on every iteration; contributions to the
reconstruction of from all of the molecules interact. There
is no notion of molecules when solving the smaller inverse
problem . The molecular structure only comes
into play after has been solved, and the heuristics, stopping
criteria, and updates are to be calculated. Since we con-
sider all molecules jointly rather than one at a time as matching
pursuit-like algorithms would do, we see similar advantages of
the formulation presented here to those seen in Fig. 4 for the
single molecule case.

The dictionary used in calculating the heuristic and stopping
criterion has atoms per molecule and atoms
for molecules, instead of atoms used if one were to
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solve the full inverse problem. However, the graph-structured
algorithm requires iterations, whereas solving the full
inverse problem at once requires just one iteration. is a small
constant that is fairly independent of . For joint anisotropy
characterization and image formation, and may be in the
thousands. The realistic example given in Section III-E would
have eighty-nine million atoms if the full problem were solved
at once, but the graph-structured approach allows us to only con-
sider a small fraction of them. In the following section, we dis-
cuss variations to the algorithm presented thus far that further
reduce computation or memory requirements.

C. Algorithmic Variations

The graph-structured algorithm described thus far uses the
full hill-climbing search including backtracking, taking steps
of single levels per iteration based on a heuristic employing
guiding graphs taking the form of -level molecular graphs.
A number of variations to the basic algorithm may be made;
we present a few here, but many others are also possible. Al-
gorithms that use one variation or use a few variations together
can be used to solve the sparse signal representation problem.
Depending on the size of the problem and the requirements of
the application, one algorithm can be selected from this suite of
possible algorithms.

1) Hill-Climbing Without Back-Tracking: Hill-climbing
search always finds the goal node because of backtracking. In
a first variation, we limit the search to disallow backtracking.
This reduces the iterations from to , but results
in a greedier method. If, on a particular example, hill-climbing
with backtracking were to terminate on the first pass down
molecular graphs before reaching leaves, then the same oper-
ation would be achieved whether the original algorithm or the
variation were used. In practice, we often observe termination
on the first downward search, including in the example seen in
Section II-D and an example presented below in Section III-D.

2) Modified Molecular Graph: Molecular graphs are struc-
tured such that in hill-climbing without backtracking, one wrong
step eliminates many nearby nodes and paths because each node
has only two children. The graph may be modified to increase
the number of children per node to four for interior nodes and
three for nodes on the edges of the graph, consequently not dis-
allowing as many nodes and paths per search step.

A modified heuristic to go along with this modified graph
is to use the coefficients in level of the guiding graph as
before, but instead of determining whether the center of mass
of the coefficient magnitudes is in the left half or the right half,
determining which quarter it is in. If the left-most quadrant, then
the search proceeds to the node in the next level that is two to
the left of the current node. If the middle left quadrant, then
the next node is one to the left in the next level, and so on.
With these additional edges, search without backtracking is less
greedy with no additional cost, since calculating this modified
heuristic is no more costly than calculating the original heuristic.

3) Modified Guiding Graph and Larger Steps: The guiding
graph need not be a -level molecular graph; for example, the
graph may be thinned and include the top node, nodes in level

, and nodes in a few intermediate levels rather than all interme-
diate levels, further reducing the number of atoms in . These

atoms are sufficient for calculating the heuristic and stopping
condition. Also, searches may take larger steps than moving
guiding graphs down just one level per iteration.

4) Removal of Stopped Molecules: The graph-structured
algorithm reduces the number of atoms per molecule from

to , but does nothing to reduce the number of
molecules . A further variation to the hill-climbing search
without backtracking may be introduced that reduces the
average-case dependence of the number of atoms on . It is
observed that, despite interactions among contributions from
different molecules, once the search on a particular molecule
stops it does not restart in general, but may occasionally restart
after a few iterations. It is thus natural to consider fixing the
contribution from a molecule upon finding its coefficients.

In the algorithm, this implies that once the stopping criterion
is met at molecule , the signal is updated to be

, and is removed from , thereby reducing the number
of atoms in . We perform the removal some iterations after the
stopping criterion is met and maintained to allow for a possible
restart. This variation, though distinct, has some similarity to
matching pursuit.

D. Joint Anisotropy Characterization and Image Formation

The problem of joint anisotropy characterization and image
formation in wide-angle SAR takes the problem of character-
izing anisotropy of a single point-scatterer seen in Section II
and extends it to doing so for all points in the ground patch. In
other words, whereas standard image formation attempts to re-
cover assuming no dependence on , we aim to recover

.
The observation model from more than one point is a super-

position of terms like (3)

(5)

The observation model (5) lends itself to an overcomplete ex-
pansion of the form

(6)

in a similar manner to the single point-scatterer case. Here
the dictionary is naturally decomposed into molecules, with
each molecule corresponding to a different spatial location

. We can thus use the methods described above for joint
anisotropy characterization and image formation [24].

When performing joint anisotropy characterization and
image formation, a grid of pixels in the image to be recon-
structed or points of interest identified through preprocessing
may be used as the spatial locations . We now present
an example with spatial locations in a five by five
grid, with rows and columns spaced one meter apart. Unlike
Section II-D which uses XPatch data, the synthetic data in this
example is matched to the dictionary for illustrative purposes.

This example has aspect angles equally spaced over
a 110 aperture. Fig. 7 shows the scattering magnitude at each
of the 25 spatial locations arranged as in an image; five of the
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Fig. 7. Scattering magnitude at each spatial location.

Fig. 8. Phase history measurement magnitude.

Fig. 9. Search paths of basic algorithm for molecular dictionaries.

spatial locations contain boxcar-shaped scattering and the other
twenty do not have scatterers. The coherent sum of the scatterers
is the phase history measurement , plotted in Fig. 8 for
one frequency.

We recover a signal representation from the phase history
measurements using the basic algorithm for molecular dictio-
naries with guiding graphs of size and boxcar-shaped
atoms. The search paths for the different locations are shown in
Fig. 9. The overcomplete dictionary for , has
322 000 atoms. In the solution of the sparse signal representa-
tion problem, contributions come from exactly the five atoms

Fig. 10. Backhoe-loader example. (a) Illustration of the scene; L = 75 spatial
locations of interest shaded according to (b) maximum magnitude, (c) center
angle of anisotropy (degrees), and (d) angular extent of anisotropy (degrees) in
solution. (e), (f) Aspect-dependent scattering solution for two spatial locations.

used to generate the synthetic data; the coefficient values are
also recovered. If the solution were to be overlaid on Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, it would not be distinguishable. Looking at the search
paths, despite not containing scatterers, a couple of molecules
initially iterate nonetheless, but in the end correctly give all zero
coefficients. This effect is a result of the interaction between dif-
ferent molecules. The algorithm operates correctly on this syn-
thetic example; a larger example on XPatch data is given later
and others may be found in [24] and [25].

E. Approaches to Wide-Angle SAR and a Realistic Example

To conclude this section, a large, realistic example with
XPatch data is presented. The scene being imaged contains a
backhoe-loader, illustrated in Fig. 10(a) [26]; measurements
are taken at equally spaced angles over an aperture
ranging from to 100 . spatial locations are iden-
tified from a composite subaperture image using the method
of [27], for which anisotropy is then jointly characterized. The
full dictionary for this example has 89 108 325 atoms. We
apply the graph-structured algorithm with all of the variations
listed in Section III-C to the problem and obtain 75 functions
of aspect angle.

The magnitudes of two of these functions are plotted in
Fig. 10(e) and Fig. 10(f). In order to provide spatial visual-
ization of the scattering behavior, the magnitude, center angle
of anisotropy, and angular extent of anisotropy for each of the
spatial locations is indicated by the shading of the markers in
Fig. 10(b)–(d).
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In the magnitude visualization, light gray is small magnitude
and black is high magnitude. Points corresponding to the front
bucket of the backhoe-loader have high magnitude. In the vi-
sualization of center angle, the left side of the front bucket has
responses closer to (light gray) and the right side of the
front bucket has responses closer to (black). In the an-
gular extent visualization, it can be seen that narrow and wide
anisotropy is distributed, but the points on the front bucket with
high magnitude also have narrow extent. Overall, one can note
from the visualizations that the front bucket flashes on its two
sides and the other parts of the backhoe-loader have scattering
with smaller magnitude and wider anisotropy.

Through joint anisotropy characterization and image forma-
tion, we obtain much more information than a simple image
would provide, namely an entire dimension of aspect-depen-
dence. The reflectivities of scatterers with narrow angular
persistence, which are lost in Fourier-based image formation,
are obtained. The formulation presented here solves for the
anisotropy of all spatial locations within one system of equa-
tions, taking interactions among scattering centers into account.

The formulation is more flexible than parametric methods
for anisotropy characterization such as [28], [29]. Also, solu-
tions have more detail in aspect angle than subaperture methods
such as [30]–[33], in which the measurements are divided into
smaller segments covering only parts of the wide-angle aper-
ture. Consequently, using the method presented here, angular
persistence information can be extracted as in Fig. 10(d), which
is not possible from subaperture methods. Also, since data from
the full wide-angle aperture is used here throughout, cross-range
resolution is not reduced as it is with subaperture methods.

IV. DICTIONARY REFINEMENT

In Section II and Section III, the dictionary is known and
fixed, but this need not always be the case. A more ambitious
goal is to find the best dictionary under some criteria and an op-
timally sparse representation jointly. The idea of learning over-
complete dictionaries has been applied in the case that one has
many examples of signals , much more than the number of
atoms in , and a dictionary is to be determined that is able to
most sparsely represent all of the signals, usually for compres-
sion tasks [34], [35]. In inverse problems, where the interest is
in extracting physical meaning from the obtained sparse rep-
resentation for each input signal , rather than compression of
an entire signal class, it is of interest to look at the best dictio-
nary for each input rather than the best dictionary to represent an
entire set of training signals. At this point, one could conclude
that a dictionary with is optimal and stop. However, we
would like to consider dictionaries derived from a parameter-
ized observation model and only consider parameterized atoms,
not arbitrary atoms. In this section, we propose and demonstrate
a formulation for joint optimization to achieve a sparse coeffi-
cient vector and optimal parameter settings for a dictionary with
parameterized atoms or molecules.

A. Joint Dictionary and Sparse Coefficient Optimization

We begin with a dictionary whose atoms depend on a set
of parameters ; each parameter may or may not be shared by
atoms or molecules. Furthermore, we consider the relaxation

to the sparse signal representation problem mentioned in Sec-
tion II-B [19]. The optimization problem at hand then is to min-
imize the following cost function:

(7)

jointly determining a dictionary and coefficients .
To carry out the joint minimization, we take a coordinate de-

scent approach, alternately optimizing over the coefficients and
dictionary parameters. The two optimizations are

(8)

(9)

The application will guide the particular initialization for .
The nonconvex minimization (8) may be performed using the
graph-structured algorithms of Section II and Section III, or
using quasi-Newton optimization [19].

The minimization (9) may be recognized as nonlinear
least-squares; many techniques exist in the literature including
the trust-region reflective Newton algorithm that we use [36].
Linear inequality constraints on the parameter vector may be
handled within this framework. Termination of the procedure is
upon the change in falling below a small constant.

B. Characterization of Migratory Scattering Centers

We demonstrate joint dictionary parameter and sparse repre-
sentation optimization on the characterization of a phenomenon
in wide-angle SAR imaging different from anisotropy. Certain
scattering mechanisms migrate as a function of aspect angle
in wide-angle imaging [37], [38]. Migration occurs when radar
signals bounce back from the closest surface of a physical ob-
ject, but the closest surface of the object is different from dif-
ferent viewing angles; the physical object is not really moving,
but appears to move in the measurement domain. By accounting
for this effect in solving the inverse problem, a physically mean-
ingful, parsimonious description can be extracted.

For example, considering a circular cylinder, the point of re-
flection on the surface closest to the radar can be parameterized
as a function of around the center of the cylinder using
the radius of the cylinder . When , the scatterer appears
to be at , which we define as . The observation
model for migratory point scatterers is

(10)

A dictionary expansion for the observation model is

(11)

In this instance, the atoms are parameterized by the radius ,
and moreover, all atoms in molecule share a common radius
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Fig. 11. Tophat example. (a) Aspect-dependent scattering measurement (gray
line) and solution (black line). (b) Conventionally formed image with migration
solution overlaid.

; hence is an -vector of parameters. The inverse problem
is to jointly recover the anisotropy and radius of migration of all
scatterers in the ground patch.

The radius is constrained to be nonnegative, i.e., . Most
scatterers are not migratory, and thus we initialize with all ze-
roes. Often in practice, the coefficient vector retains its spar-
sity structure on every iteration because even for , char-
acterized anisotropy may be close to correct, or at least have the
correct support. The procedure may be envisioned as simulta-
neously inflating balloons.

As an example, we look at data from XPatch of a scene con-
taining a tophat that exhibits circular migratory scattering. In
the aperture with aspect angles spaced one degree
apart, the tophat also has anisotropy, as shown in Fig. 11(a).
The magnitudes as well as the real and imaginary parts of the
measurements are shown, as migratory scattering affects phase,
not magnitude. An image of the scene formed using the polar
format algorithm, a conventional method based on the inverse
Fourier transform, is shown in Fig. 11(b).

After identifying the spatial location with largest magnitude
in the conventionally formed image, the coordinate descent de-
scribed in this section is applied with . A raised triangle
shape is used for the atoms. The solution has radius 5.314 me-
ters and anisotropy as plotted in Fig. 11(a). The circular mi-
gration of radius 5.314 meters is overlaid on and matches well
with the conventional image in Fig. 11(b). Coordinate descent
to jointly optimize over radius and anisotropy is effective with
realistic data seen here, and with several scatterers in a scene

, see [25]. By allowing for a nonzero radius, image
formation is not simply pixel-based but more region-based. Al-
though point scatterers can be equated to spatial locations, if
information about migration is considered, the scatterer is more
of an object-level construct.

We have looked at characterizing the migration of scatterers
when the migration is circular in shape. Circles are an important
subset of migratory scattering because many man-made objects
contain scatterers with circular migration. However, any shape
defined by a radius function around a center is easily ex-
pressed in the observation model

(12)

Under this model, is not constant across all angles, so a length
vector of parameters is not sufficient. One option is to take a

functional form for with more degrees of freedom than
just a constant function, such as a polynomial, and lengthen the
parameter vector . Another option is to locally, i.e., in small
segments of , approximate with pieces of circles [25].
The phenomenon of migratory scattering, which has rarely been
explored in the literature, is a source of information that can be
mined for details about object shape and size.

V. SIMULTANEOUS SPARSITY IN MULTIPLE DOMAINS

In the previous sections, we use an overcomplete dictionary
to represent a signal , assuming that a sparse representation ex-
ists and then finding it. Our assumption in those sections is that
is sparse in the domain of the atoms. In this section, reverting to
a known and fixed dictionary, we look at signals that are sparse
in the domain of that known and fixed dictionary, but are also
sparse in one or more other domains. The goal is to develop a
formulation that recovers parsimonious representations, seman-
tically interpretable in the case of inverse problems, making use
of sparsity in all domains. Note that in the end, solutions will
still be representations in terms of the atoms of the dictionary.

A. Additional Sparsity Terms

For sparsity in the domain of the dictionary, the relaxation
as an objective function is

(13)

Let us assume that is also sparse in a transformed domain and
that that sparsity is to be exploited as well. First note that taking
an orthonormal transformation of both the signal and dictio-
nary does not change the cost function. Also, the dictionary
is fixed; consequently, we keep the data fidelity term as is, and
append additional sparsity terms.

(14)

The functions return vectors related to the domain in
which sparsity is to be favored. For the domain of the dictionary
atoms, is an identity operation. For domains that are trans-
formations of the original domain, is constructed as follows.

The operation is the composition of three simpler opera-
tions. First, since the coefficients themselves have no particular
meaning until paired with their corresponding atoms, initially

takes the coefficients through the atoms . Thereafter, the
second operation is transformation to another domain. Finally,
further operations in the transformed domain may follow. If all

are linear, i.e., matrix-vector products, then the cost func-
tion may be optimized using quasi-Newton optimization [19]
or the graph-structured algorithm using quasi-Newton optimiza-
tion in each iteration. A concrete application given below con-
structs such .

B. Parsimonious Representation Recovery of Glint Anisotropy

Scattering behavior known as glint is produced by long, flat
metal plates and is not migratory, has very narrow anisotropy,
and corresponds to a line segment in the domain ori-
ented at the same angle as the center angle of the anisotropy.
Fig. 12(a) shows aspect-dependent scattering of glint anisotropy
from XPatch data and Fig. 12(b) shows a conventionally formed
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Fig. 12. Glint example. (a) Aspect-dependent scattering measurement.
(b) Conventionally formed image.

image. A parsimonious representation ought to explain scat-
tering with a single scattering center, not with a collection of
scatterers located on the line segment. We apply the formula-
tion (14) both to favor sparsity among atoms and to favor spar-
sity along lines [38].

To favor sparsity among atoms, is the identity. We now
find a domain in which sparsity along a line can be favored.
The normal parameter space of the Hough transform, the

plane, and image space, the plane, are related by the
property that a set of points lying on the same line in image space
corresponds to a set of sinusoids that intersect at a common
point in parameter space [39]. Thus sparsity among scatterers
in individual cells achieves the goal of sparsity among
points on a line.

In [40], a Hough space sparsifying regularization approach is
employed to enhance and detect straight lines in positive real-
valued images by imposing sparsity when taking the image data
to the plane. Parameter space cells with small counts are
suppressed and cells with large counts are enhanced; thus, non-
line features are suppressed and line features are enhanced in
image space. The goals in our work are different and conse-
quently, the sparsity terms are of a different flavor as well.

The range profile domain in SAR, a one-dimensional inverse
Fourier transform of the phase history measurement domain,
is equivalent to the parameter space of the Hough transform.
It follows that for sparsity among scatterers in cell , a
sparsity term of the form is used, where is a
linear operator that is a composition of a block-diagonal version
of the dictionary to bring the coefficients to the phase history
domain, a discrete Fourier transform operator to go to the range
profile domain, and a selection operator to select cell .
The resulting vector is of length . Favoring sparsity in
all range profile cells, the overall sparsity cost function is

(15)

The parameters and control the influence of the two spar-
sity terms. When , the cost function reduces to (13).

We solve the inverse problem with pixels of interest
identified by having large magnitude in the conventional image
Fig. 12(b). These 24 pixels are along a diagonal line more or
less. The measurements are at aspect angles over a 19
aperture with the glint at 5.5 .

TABLE I
L AND M AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARAMETERS � AND �

Let us define two counts related to the sparsity of the solution
and look at their behavior as and are varied. We define

as the number of molecules out of the possible
that have at least one nonzero coefficient in the solution. Also,

is defined as the average number of nonzero coefficients
per molecule in those molecules that have at least one nonzero
coefficient. The maximum possible value of is , which
is 210 for . When is zero, is defined to be
zero. Solutions are obtained using the quasi-Newton method to
minimize (15).

The two counts and are given in Table I for different
values of and . First, it should be noted that when and

get too large, all of the coefficients go to zero. The main
thing to take note of is that when , , i.e., all
spatial locations provide contributions to the solution, but as

increases, sparsity along a line is a greater influence and the
number of contributing spatial locations decreases to one. Spar-
sity among atoms is not enough for the solution on XPatch data
to be parsimonious in the number of spatial locations, sparsity
along a line is also required.

It can be seen that when , 39 atoms per spatial lo-
cation contribute, not very sparse. For larger , just one atom
per spatial location contributes. Considering the behavior of
and together, we note that the two sparsity terms are fairly
orthogonal; the main effect of sparsity among atoms is on the
number of atoms per spatial location and the main effect of spar-
sity along a line is on the number of spatial locations, as per the
design objective.

A sparse and physically interpretable approximation ought to
assign all of the scattering to the leaf atom at 5.5 of a single
spatial location. Such a solution with one nonzero coefficient
is recovered for the pairs marked with an asterisk in
Table I.

Through the example, it has been seen that both types of
sparsity are necessary to recover a solution that represents the
scattering as coming from a single point and with very thin
anisotropy explained by a single atom. With this representation,
spatial properties about the object being imaged, such as orien-
tation and physical extent, may be inferred. Although the same
object-level inferences could have been made with , in
that case, such objects would be indicated rather than one,
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Fig. 13. Coefficient magnitudes in 8-level guiding graph as signal g is varied
from coarse to fine.

which does not make physical sense. Points have more meaning
than just pixels with aspect-dependent amplitudes.

VI. CONCLUSION

We looked at methods of obtaining sparse signal represen-
tations and approximations from overcomplete dictionaries
with hierarchical structures within subdictionaries, focusing
on the context of coherent inverse problems with physically
interpretable dictionary elements. We developed a heuristic
method of solution for such problems that takes advantage of
the structure by relating the problem to search on graphs. We
also took a step back from the classic sparse signal represen-
tation problem to consider dictionary refinement as well as
obtaining solutions simultaneously sparse in multiple domains.
Under dictionary refinement, a coordinate descent approach
was developed to jointly optimize parameterized atoms and
coefficients, whereas under simultaneous sparsity, an extended
sparsifying cost function was minimized.

The methods were demonstrated on various facets of
wide-angle SAR, but are general enough to transfer to other
applications with appropriate dictionaries. In the SAR con-
text, starting from the same low-level measurements used
by conventional image formation techniques, we have taken
a step farther in scene understanding while also taking into
account phenomena such as anisotropy that cause inaccuracies
in conventional methods. We have started to move away from
a pixel representation to more of an object-level representation
through the use of a physically meaningful dictionary.

APPENDIX

Two experimental results are given as empirical validation
for the search heuristic and stopping criterion described in Sec-
tion II-B. We show that solutions from subdictionaries do in fact
have nonzero coefficients for atoms most ‘similar’ to the signal

, particularly when is not contained in the subdictionary. For
the experiments, the molecular graph has levels and
the guiding graph has levels. Keeping the guiding graph
fixed within the molecular graph, the behavior of the solution
is observed as the signal is varied. Quasi-Newton optimiza-
tion is used to obtain the sparse solution coefficients .

In the first experiment, with results in Fig. 13, the guiding
graph is fixed with root at the left-most node of level 200 in the
molecular graph. The true signal is varied from coarse to fine
support. In terms of the molecular graph, the true coefficient is
varied, starting at the root node, through all nodes along the left
edge of the graph, to the left-most node of level 400. In the plot,
the row in the molecular graph which contains is plotted on the

Fig. 14. Coefficient magnitudes in 8-level guiding graph as signal g is shifted
from left to right.

horizontal axis. The magnitudes of the 36 coefficients in are
indicated by shading (white is zero); each horizontal strip is for
one of the coefficients. Most coefficients are zero for all due
to sparsity. In the regime where the guiding graph is below the
true coefficient, the coefficient of the guiding graph root node is
nonzero. In the regime where the guiding graph covers the true
coefficient, the correct coefficient is nonzero. When the guiding
graph is above the true coefficient, the coefficient of the bottom
left node, the node in the last level closest to the truth, is nonzero
and others are zero. It should be noted that the influence of the
finest signals does not reach up to make any guiding graph node
coefficients nonzero (a consequence of regularization).

In the experiment yielding the results of Fig. 14, the guiding
graph is fixed with root at the center node of level 200 instead
of the left-most node. The true node is varied from left to right
across the molecular graph at level 210, three levels below the
bottom of the guiding graph. This figure is organized in the same
manner as Fig. 13, but the horizontal axis indicates the column
of in the molecular graph. From these results, first it is ap-
parent that only coefficients in the last level of the guiding graph
are nonzero, reconfirming results from the previous experiment.
Second, it can be seen that when the truth is to the left of the
guiding graph, the left-most node of level is nonzero. Simi-
larly, when the truth is to the right, the right node is nonzero;
when the truth is underneath the 8-level graph, nodes in the in-
terior of the last level are nonzero.
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